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Plasma	Accelerator	Physics
PHY249	(UCI)
(Fall,	2021)
(I	need	to	check	the	following)
https://canvas.eee.uci.edu/courses/48510

Now	UCI	Canvas	Zoom	number	has	been	
assigned:	

Address: 48510-f21@classmail.eee.uci.edu
Archive: https://classmail.eee.uci.edu/

Syllabus   (tentative)                                                                                                                  
PHY249: special topics in plasma physics (also remotely connected as [possibly UCLA 

PHY250, UCSD PHY239], UCI #48510)

Plasma Accelerator Physics
        (Fall Quarter 2021: TTh 12:30-2:00pm , UCI FRHall 4179
also connected by Zoom:  personal ID number 	743-986-9093:  																																															

																																																																				https://zoom.us/j/7439869093
[contact Assistant:  Greg Huxtable huxtablg@uci.edu])

           

     

   
Instructor: Professor Toshiki Tajima 

Norman Rostoker Chair Professor, UCI                                    
 (Reines Hall 4164; ttajima@uci.edu)

I will connect laser accelerators with other fundamental fields of physics here.  First to plasma physics. Then to 
accelerator physics and high energy physics. Then to laser physics (such as CPA, CAN).  We also discuss its 
impact on laser cancer therapy. Finally we connect recent impact of WFA in high energy astrophysics and multi-
messenger astrophysics.

I. Introduction
Collective acceleration
Why plasma is unstable?   How can plasma be not unstable?

II. Strong banging
                intense lasers, intense beams

progress of laser intensity---CPA revolution (1985, Mourou* et al.)
introduction to laser matter interaction and nonlinear optics
atomic cohesion (quantum coherence), plasma amorphousness, and beyond
high field---breaks matter, yet can create order
relativistic coherence
relativistic optics

III.Wakefield Acceleration
Veksler-Rostoker problem (1956-1970’s)
What are wakefields?  Why are they so stable? Comparison with tsunami
Tajima-Dawson theory and relativistic coherence
LWFA (laser wakefield acceleration, 1979, UCLA) 
High Density LWFA
LWFA-driven nuclear physics

                     Laser Acceleration of Ions
                     CAN (coherent amplification network) laser (2013, Mourou* et al.)
                     ultrahigh energy accelerator with WFA
                     ultrafast medical laser surgery, laser-driven beam therapy of cancer
                                       

mailto:48510-f21@classmail.eee.uci.edu
https://classmail.eee.uci.edu/


Accelerators
• Conventional accelerators

electron (or ion) surrounded by a metal in vacuum   
à the upper field  (below ionizational force on a metal  ~ MeV /cm)

• Plasma accelerators
Veksler (1956), 
Rostoker (in 1960’s -70’s)
Tajima-Dawson (1979)
CPA laser (Mourou, Strickland,

1985)
First wakefield acceleration

(Nakajima, …., Tajima, 1994)

(UCI: one of the epicenters!)



Why is plasma unstable?
• Atoms and solids:

nucleus vs. bound electrons 
(and applied large enough fields (~MeV/cm)

à ionization  à plasma
no binding force*)

solids:  more than atomic forces à
lattice forces, van der Waals force

• Gravitational system:  
Sun vs. planets, asteroids and comets

*) Additionally, collective forces



What is collective force？

Individual particle dynamics → Coherent and collective movement

Collective acceleration (Veksler, 1956; Tajima & Dawson, 1979)
Collective radiation (N2 radiation)

Collective ionization (N2 ionization)
Collective deceleration (Tajima & Chao, 2008；Ogata, 2009)

How can a Pyramid have been built?



20th Century,  the Electron Century
Basic Research Dominated by 
Massive and Charged Particles 

J.J. ThompsonJ. J. Thomson



70th Birthday

Wakefields = Collective force



vs.

Nonlinearities in atom, plasma, and vacuum

Atomic
nonlinear potential

Plasma electron 
nonlinear  
relativistic motion

Vacuum nonlinearity

Keldysh field for
laser atomic
ionization

Schwinger field for
vacuum breakdownLaser wakefield

Compact high energy colliders
Compact accelerator applications
PeV acceleration for quantum gravity →

Nonlinear QED fields
General relativistic effects
Vacuum probe (s.a.  Dark energy)



a) Classical optics : v<<c,       b) Relativistic optics:  v~c

Tajima-Dawson suggested this
to erect a robust construct Wakefields

linear δx~ao

nonlinear δz~ao2

a0<<1:   δx only a0>>1:  δz >> δx

a0 =
eA0

mc2
=
eE0l
mc 2

Relativistic nonlinearity under intense laser

relates to HW#1



Laser Wakefield (LWFA) (1979): 

Wave breaks at v＜cNo wave breaks and wake peaks at v≈c

← relativity
regularizes

(relativistic coherence)

Wake phase velocity >> water movement speed                Tsunami phase velocity becomes ~0,  
maintains coherent and smooth structure causes wavebreak and turbulence

Relativistic coherence enhances beyond the Tajima-Dawson field E = mωpc /e  (~ GeV/cm) 

Strong beam (of laser / particles) drives plasma waves to saturation amplitude:  E = mωvph /e 

vs



Basic Concepts
• Ponderomotive force ß magnetic Lorentz force of laser, a0 vg )

• Wakefields ß triggered by ponderomotive force (charge separation---
-plasma waves, wp vp)                    

ß resonance condition:   positive side of wave (𝜋 / kp )
à collective accelerating field (Irvine 1972-) embedded in plasma

• Plasma instability:  how to avoid?

• Wave trapping of particles:  trapping width  vtr (O’Neil, 1965)

• Tajima-Dawson Field (1979)      ß trapping,     ß wave breaking



Wave particle interaction

Landau damping
infinitesimal amplitude
1946

O’Neil’s trapping concept:
P. Fluids 8, 2255 (1965)

à

Tajima-Dawson’s wakefields
1979

à
Tajima-Dawson field in Alfven 
wave (Nicks et al)

2020



Wakefield saturation (relates to HW #2)
Wakefields excited: stay robust 

ß large phase velocity

at the largest phase velocity that laser pulse group
velocity can create, i.e. c

Show [Homework #2] with vph = c:   vtr = 𝑒𝐸/𝑚𝑘
vtr = vph à saturation field 

E = ETD = mωpc /e 

When vph <  c ,   à vtr = 𝑒𝐸/𝑚𝑘 <  c  à E  <  ETD 

Ba
rr

az
a



70th Birthday

Universal Universe of Wakefields



Ranges of wakefields

𝜆 = 10-13 cm (nuclear QCD plasma)

𝜆 = 10-7 cm 
(nanotube)

𝜆 = 10-4 cm

𝜆 = 1 cm (fusion plasma)

𝜆 = 1019 cm 
(AGN jets)

𝝀 : 10-13 cm ß à 1019 cm
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Space-Time Overlapping 
of Driver and Source pulses

tp = -750 fstp = -250 fstp = -150 fstp = -050 fstp = 0

Vacuum
focus

Jet
center630 μm

Driver
200 mJ, 76 fs

Source
12 mJ

Side View

Top View Relativistic Microlens

(Kando et al 
2007)



Paradigm Shift in Plasma Physics
• Instabilities dominant in plasma science 

• Structure formation via nonlinear 
dynamics (e. g. structure called 
wakefields)

new organizational principle: High 
Phase Velocity Principle(HPVP), …. 
(dynamical stability)
Philosophy espoused in

Tajima et al., RMPP 4, 7 (2020)
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s41614-020-0043-z

[Also in the textbook; T. Tajima and K. Shibata, “Plasma Astrophysics” (Addison-Wesley, 1997)]

à

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s41614-020-0043-z


Instabilities vs Played-out Structures

Examples:
• Two-stream instability (see p. 334 T. Tajima, Computational 

Plasma Physics, 1989)  (or bump-in-tail instabilities, or drift wave instabilities)

• Wakefield driven by a pulse of laser
Wakefield    

“hide-and-seek”
Jets (astrophysical, largest structure of the 

world)



NRAO/AUI

Rotation al twist onto
magnetic field  à

Jets and thei relongation

structure formation 



The late Prof. Abdus Salam

At ICTP Summer School (1981), 
Prof. Salam summoned me and discussed 
about laser wakefield acceleration.

Salam: ‘Scientists like me began feeling 
that we had less means to test our theory. 
However, with your laser acceleration, 
I am  encouraged’. (1981)

He organized the Oxford Workshop 
on laser wakefield accelerator in 1982.

Effort: many scientists over many years to realize his vision / dream
High field science: spawned

(NB:   Prof. C. Rubbia et al. 
discovered his bosons at CERN, 1983)



Laser-driven Bow and Wake

Bow Wave

Wake Wave

(Bulanov, Esirkepov)

Ponderomotive acceleration

Wakefield acceleration



21st Century; the Photon Century
Could basic research be driven

by the massless and chargeless particles; Photons?

C. Townes  (laser invention)   à
G. Mourou (Inst. Zetta- Exawatt 

Science and Technology)



Enabling technology: laser revolution

G. Mourou invented Chirped Pulse Amplification (1985)
Laser intensity exponentiated since, 

to match the required intensity for Tajima-Dawson’s LWFA (1979)
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Laser wakefield: thousand folds gradient (and emittance  reduction)

Superconducting linacrf- tube
（Fermilab）

Emax~32MV/m

~40cm

Laser pulse

plasma

~0.03mm

Emax~100,000MV/m

Thousand-fold Compactification

0.1mm

(gas tube)

First experimental realization:  Nakajima,….., Tajima,  (1994)





Acceleration by wakefields
Accelerating wave:

driven by laser pulse (group velocity of the photon:  vgr =  c 1 − ωp
2/ω2   )

wakefield phase velocity  vph = ωp / kp = vgr



Acceleration length:
Dephasing length



Wakefields
group velocity of the driver vs. phase velocity of wake

Kelvin wake

Maldacena (string theory) method: 
QCD wake (Chesler/Yaffe 2008)

Maldacena Particle driveàNuclear wakeà

Boat drive
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(when 1D theory applies
Tajima / Dawson, 1979)

Theory of wakefield toward extreme energy 

In order to avoid wavebreak,
a0 <  γph

1/2 ,
where

γph = [ncr(ω) / ne ]1/2
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Plasma density (cm-3)

1 GeV

1 TeV

dephasing length pump depletion length

←experimental 

←theoretical

ncr =1021/cc (1eV photon)
1029 (10keV photon) 

ne  = 1016 (gas) 1023 /cc(solid)



Traditional approaches :  
conventional accelerator vs. conventional laser spectroscopy

Accelerator (Rutherford) approach                                vs.          Nonlinear optics Spectroscopy 

Rutherford

Franken Bloembergen



We ignited world-wide interest:  s.a. IZEST

IZEST (International Center for Zepto- and Exawatt science 
and Technology)

(G. Mourou, Director; T. T., Deputy Director): since 2010-
working with the wishes of 

High Energy Physic (and intense laser) 
Supporters: s. a. 

Young-Kee Kim
Then-Fermilab Deputy Director 

Now Vice Preisdent, APS Fermilab



CERN

Rolph Heuer 
CERN then-Director General
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ELI (2010), now Mega Project on Extreme Laser (2011)
Extreme Light Infrastructure: EU decided (2010) at Czech, Hungary, and Romania
Now, Russia announced July 5, 2011: 6 Mega Projects (3-4B Euro) include Extreme Laser

Beyond Exawatt
Beyond 10kJ

http://strf.ru/

ELI: serving Chair, Scientific
Advisory Committee

Extreme Laser Mega Project 
(in budget negotiation):
Chief Scientific Advisor/
Mega Grant Honorary Director
(suggested)
International team being formed:
IZEST (International Center for
Zetawatt / Exawatt Science and 
Technology)


